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Diesel Engines How They Work
Heavy-duty diesel engines still power most large vehicles used in the construction, mining and transportation industries in the United States. Engineers are working to improve the fuel efficiency of ...
Improving efficiency and reducing emissions in heavy-duty diesel engines
Heavy-duty diesel engines power most large vehicles used in the construction, mining and transportation industries in the United States. To tackle problems of fuel efficiency and pollution, ...
Caterpillar and Argonne Use HPC to Simulate Better Efficiency, Reduced Emissions in Diesel Engines
Cleaner air. A better future for our children. Conservation of resources. Meeting regulation standards! You’ve heard it all before. Fleet managers want to be more sustainable, too, but for someone ...
How to increase diesel truck sustainability, efficiency via lubricants
EcoBlue is the name Ford gives to its modern diesel engines, which are more efficient and economical than previous versions. They replace the Duratorq TDCi engines. Ford EcoBlue diesel engines are ...
Ford EcoBlue diesel engines explained
The laboratory has historically been involved with nuclear research, but carries out research in all kinds of areas, including renewable energy. Pearson reached out to his regional Clean Cities ...
Renewable diesel to be manufactured in Wyoming
Marine engineering and propulsion specialist Royston has completed the overhaul of diesel engines onboard one of Europe’s largest dive support vessels as it sailed between ports. Engineers undertook ...
Royston’s Onboard With New Engine Overhaul Work As OSV Sails
University of Delaware researchers used minerals found in common household products to break down polyolefins, the most common and least-recyclable types of plastic, in just a few hours.
Single-use plastics are converted into FUEL for jets and diesel engines by breaking the material down with household product
Using Argonne's high-performance computing resources, researchers developed a new design for Caterpillar's engines that could improve fuel efficiency while reducing harmful emissions.
Caterpillar-Argonne partnership shifts heavy-duty engine design into higher gear
The automakers are making it official—they’re phasing out internal combustion and heading ... So at what point does the more than 120-year history of producing and improving gas and diesel engines ...
Phasing Out Internal Combustion Engines Is Already Happening
PLANS for a petrol and diesel car ban to be introduced by the end of the decade have taken a major setback as car manufacturers call for the scheme to be pushed back by five years.
Manufacturers call for petrol and diesel car ban to be delayed - 'Tough and demanding'
Paccar MX-11 and MX-13 engines offer improved mpg and more horsepower. On the heels of launching the refreshed Peterbilt Model 579 and Kenworth T680 Next Generation Class 8 trucks, Paccar has released ...
Paccar’s 2021 HD engines feature upgraded power and efficiency
Southern California air quality officials are imposing new rules on nearly 3,000 warehouses, citing increased pollution from diesel truck traffic.
As 'diesel death zones' spread, pollution regulators place new rules on warehouse industry
The Fast and the Furious' franchise could have been a lot different had they gotten their first choice, Timothy Olyphant. Here's how Vin Diesel took over the franchise.
‘The Fast and the Furious’ Wanted Timothy Olyphant to Play Dom — How Vin Diesel Got the Role Instead
Agreeing to star in “The Fast and the Furious” wasn’t a fast or easy decision for Vin Diesel. “No one would ever think that,” the actor, 53, told “EW’s BINGE: The Fast Saga” podcast in Friday’s debut ...
Vin Diesel nearly passed on ‘Fast and the Furious’ role because he’s ‘a purist about art’
Marine diesel students at Fletcher Technical Community ... “The value to students of being able to work on these engines is much more than just nominal. These engines will enable them to expand ...
Donated marine diesel engines give Fletcher students hands-on experience
As the trucking industry explores zero-emission technologies such as battery-electric and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, heavy-duty engine oil suppliers are applying less conspicuous methods of curbing ...
Engine Oil Suppliers Target Sustainability Amid Broader Push to Reduce Emissions
Use as a tool for decarbonization by the mining, fracking, power generation, offshore and maritime industries using diesel fuel is accelerating leading to wholescale adoption of the technology. “In ...
Industries look at transition opportunities as they work towards decarbonization
A heritage railway has joined forces with boffins in Birmingham to work on a ground-breaking scheme to convert a diesel locomotive to run on hydrogen power.
Severn Valley Railway to convert diesel locomotive to run on hydrogen
Universal Pictures has dropped a pair of awesome new IMAX and Dolby posters for F9, featuring franchise lead Vin Diesel squaring off with John Cena while also being way too cool to look at explosions.
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